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“The fact is we all do sh**ty jobs.
The trick is to be able to find the funny in the situation.
The concept of Dookie Squad does this
quite well, and the diversity of the
cast makes it a realistic relatable show.”
-Patricia R.

DOOKIE SQUAD
“Same Dookie, Different Pile”
We are at the bottom of the food chain & the hospital hierarchy, but we are not sh*t.
Don’t treat us like crap. We have dreams, desires, and personalities.

“We are human just like you.”

We are:
Tough, sensitive, frustrated, easy-going, cocky, insecure,
hard working, lazy, narcissistic, selfless, manipulative, decent,
overly friendly, sarcastic, nice, affectionate, cool.
A geek, a feminist, a political figure, a manager, a vegetable, a janitor,
Chinese, East Indian, African, Mixed Race, Metis and Caucasian.

We encompass all of these things.
We are not invisible. We have a story to tell. Dookie Squad is our story.
We are not benchwarmers or spectators. We are not extras on ER.
For the 1st time EVER on TV, we are on the field of play.
Robin is the quarterback; Sam, Albert, Hoolio, Jezebel
and Lorenzo are the offensive and defensive team.
Olga is our coach. Kind of.
Dr. Bitch and Dr. Good-Looking are the visiting team.
We also have Georgie and Miss Patty.
They are patients and honorary members of Dookie Squad.

Do you like true stories? Guess what? D-Squad is based on a true story!
The creator, Angela Palmer worked 5 years as a hospital janitor.
We also include other stories she heard about on the grapevine.*
We represent the unrepresented or under-represented,
the invisible, the untouchables of modern society:
Hospital Janitors.
We represent the immigrant and non-immigrant:
East Indian, African, Chinese, Metis, etc.
So help us score a touchdown on ComedyCoup and maybe we”ll win the game:
“$500,000 dollars for a TV Pilot airing on CBC primetime!”
GO DOOKIE SQUAD!!

* Laugh with us, and sympathize.

